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Abstract—In this paper, we present an architecture for security
and access control in Intelligent Transportation Systems. The
applicability of the proposed architecture is demonstrated by
developing a case-study based on CVIS (Collaborative Vehi-
cle Infrastructure system). The proposed framework ensures
maximum security for the communication infrastructure by
implementing access control at both the data link layer and
the network layer. The originality of the proposed framework
consists on adoption of a universal security mechanism approach
by using the Kerberos protocol for link layer authentication
as well as for establishing IPSec security associations, which
simplifies credential management and ensures reduced overhead.
The operations of the EAP-Kerberos authentication method that
we have designed and implemented for the purpose of this project
is also presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the growing availability of the Internet connectivity
and the wider deployment of wireless access networks, we
can see a number of new Internet-based applications in do-
mains such as Health-Care, Industrial Automation, Wearable
Computing, Disaster Response, etc. In the same fashion, the
transportation industry is developing technologies for enabling
advanced monitoring, traffic control and multimedia applica-
tions for vehicles. Intelligent Transportation Systems or ITS,
is the research area that focuses on investigating the use,
adaptation and development of telecommunication and Internet
technologies for transport infrastructure and Vehicles.

A transportation system is an environment that poses several
challenges with regard to technology requirements. Because of
the large number and high speed of Vehicles, technologies
for ITS must be scalable and robust enough to cope with
these characteristics. Architectures and protocols for ITS thus
need to be deeply examined and assessed for performance and
scalability before their final adoption as part of a standard ITS
framework.

Security and protection of business assets within the ITS
framework is also a vital part without which the whole system
can not be deployed in real life. Security is needed to provide
authentication, integrity protection and confidentiality of in-
formation within the ITS framework. Without it, malicious
entities may alter the normal operations of ITS applications
and cause faults that can lead to disasters. On the other
hand, a proper management of authorization for services and

accounting is necessary in order for service providers to be
able to deploy commercial services such as Internet access
and multimedia streaming.

In this paper, we propose a security and access control
framework for ITS. By following a case-study based on the
CVIS (Collaborative Vehicle Infrastructure system) specifica-
tion, we demonstrate the deployment and operations of our
proposal. After a brief overview of the CVIS project, its
components and its communication infrastructure, we high-
light different network security threats that need to be ad-
dressed in order to protect the CVIS project’s communication
infrastructure. Then, we propose a security and access control
framework based on the well known Kerberos authentica-
tion protocol, that implements the needed security measures.
The proposed solution inherits simplicity and performance of
Kerberos authentication which makes it suitable for mobile
environments such as vehicular communications.

II. THE CVIS PROJECT

A. Overview

CVIS (Collaborative Vehicle Infrastructure system) [1] is
an European project aiming at developing an Intelligent Co-
operative System based on Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and
Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) communications. The CVIS
system has the following objectives:

• To create a unified technical solution allowing all Vehicles
and infrastructure elements to communicate with each
other in a continuous and transparent way using a variety
of media and with enhanced localization;

• To enable a wide range of potential cooperative services
to run on an open application framework in the Vehicle
and roadside equipment;

• To define and validate an open architecture and system
concept for a number of cooperative system applications,
and develop common core components to support coop-
eration models in real-life applications and services for
drivers, operators, industry and other key stakeholders;

• To address issues such as user acceptance, data privacy
and security, system openness and inter-operability, risk
and liability, public policy needs, cost/benefit and busi-
ness models, and roll-out plans for implementation.
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B. CVIS subsystems

The CVIS framework is composed of three types of CVIS
subsystems: Vehicle subsystems, Road-Side subsystems and
Central subsystems.

The Central subsystem is the back-end infrastructure that a
service provider uses to serve applications and interact with re-
mote entities in Vehicle and roadside subsystems. Control cen-
ter, Traffic management center, application management center
and content center are examples of CVIS Central subsystems.
The Central subsystem consist of the collection of equipment,
software and operators that achieves the center’s function
in the global CVIS system. The computing infrastructure in
Central CVIS subsystems is the same and consists of a host
computer where the applications are deployed, a GATEWAY
that acts as interface between external data resources such as
authority databases, sensors, etc, and applications deployed by
the Central CVIS subsystem. And a border ROUTER provides
Internet connectivity to the whole computing infrastructure in
the Central CVIS subsystem’s ingress network.

The Vehicle CVIS subsystem is the the networking and
computing facilities on-board Vehicles that are part of the
CVIS system. It enables Vehicle-to-Vehicle and Vehicle-to-
Infrastructure communication and collaborative applications.
The Vehicle subsystem allows interaction with on board sen-
sors and actuators through a GATEWAY unit. A HOST unit
runs applications and, a ROUTER unit is in charge of assuring
network connectivity to the ingress network. The ROUTER
may implement the network mobility protocol (NEMO) [2] for
providing session continuity to mobile network nodes. For this
purpose, the mobile ROUTER uses a Home Agent managed
by a Mobility Service Provider (MSP) that can be seen as a
Central CVIS subsystem.

APEthernet switch
Sensors/ Controllers

Mobile
ROUTER HOST GATEWAY

Switch
Ethernet 

Fig. 1. Vehicle CVIS subsystem

The Road-Side CVIS subsystem, as its name implies, is is
the computing and communication facilities that are respon-
sible for road side CVIS services (Traffic Signaling, Alarms,
Internet Access, etc.). It comprises a HOST unit where CVIS
applications are deployed, a GATEWAY through which the
HOST and other entities can access sensors and actuators
deployed on the road-side (Traffic lights, Cameras, etc.). The
roadside subsystem has permanent Internet connection through
a Border ROUTER. An Access ROUTER on the roadside
CVIS subsystem allows Vehicle CVIS subsystems and other

mobile units to connect to the Internet and reach central CVIS
subsystems or other Internet locations.

Internet

Border ROUTER

Ethernet switch Sensors/ Controllers

Access
ROUTER GATEWAYHOST

Switch
Ethernet 

Fig. 2. Road-Side CVIS subsystem

Several communication media may be used in the ingress
network. At least wireless 802.11 and wired Ethernet commu-
nication should be supported.

C. The CVIS communication services

CVIS subsystems rely on different communication technolo-
gies to enable deployment of distributed applications. At the
link layer, the CVIS reference architecture specifies different
communication media such as 802.11p, Cellular technology,
802.11, 802.16e and 802.20. The communication subsystem in
CVIS follows the ISO TC204 WG16 series of draft standards
under the acronym CALM (Continuous Communications Air
interface for Long and Medium range). The CALM project
[3] is chartered to specify the communication and networking
infrastructure necessary for enabling continuous and reliable
ITS services. The CALM networking stack as is depicted in
Fig. 3, features standard networking layers and uses Internet
standards such as IPv6 and NEMO. Management entities
at three layers (Interface level, Network level and Appli-
cation/Transport level) provide additional functions such as
interface selection, mobility and vertical/horizontal handovers,
that are not part of legacy networking stacks.

Fig. 3. The CALM networking stack

With the support of CALM networking capabilities
and functions deployed on CVIS subsystems, Vehicle
and Road-Side CVIS units provide high-level networking
services for local entities and for other CVIS subsystems.
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These communication services can be summarized as follows :

Ad-hoc relay service Ad-hoc communication enables CVIS
subsystems to communicate with each other without the need
of an infrastructure. This mode of communication is especially
useful for V2V applications. The roadside subsystem can be
a part of an ad-hoc network, it may act as relay for Vehicle
CVIS subsystems that are far from the ad-hoc cloud formed by
other Vehicle subsystems in the same road. In order to become
member of an ad-hoc cloud, the new CVIS subsystem must
support the ad-hoc routing protocol in use.

A CVIS subsystem may act as an ad-hoc relay to another
subsystem in an ad-hoc network. The serving subsystem
allows the client subsystem to participate in the global ad-hoc
routing protocol through exchange of network topology
routing information. Most ad-hoc routing protocols such as
OLSR [4] or AODV [5] use application layer client/server
model for exchanging routing messages over UDP.

Internet gateway service A CVIS subsystem may act as an
Internet gateway for another subsystem. In order to provide
this service, the serving subsystem must have Internet con-
nectivity itself. The ROUTER unit which is part of any CVIS
subsystem is the component that provides the Internet connec-
tivity service for other nodes in the same CVIS subsystem and
for other CVIS subsystems. For example, a Vehicle subsystem
may use the Internet gateway service offered by the Road-
Side subsystem to connect to a remote host in the Internet. A
Vehicle CVIS subsystem may also act as an Internet gateway
for another Vehicle CVIS subsystem.

III. THREAT ANALYSIS

Like any other telecommunication and information system,
the CVIS infrastructure can be subject to different security
threats. If left without protection, attackers and malicious
entities may cause several damages in different ways. In the
following we analyze different categories of security threats
and the impact they can have on the CVIS system.

Service disruption: The attacker causes a service disruption
when it succeeds in causing a fault in an application or
protocol component of the CVIS framework, leading to
failures ranging from degradation of quality of service to
complete denial of service. The incapacity of the system
to achieve its function properly may lead to catastrophic
consequences if human safety relies on it. Therefore,
it is critical to guarantee the service dependability by
understanding security threats and taking proper measures to
avoid failures.

Theft of service: Without access control, services can not
be protected or restricted, and business assets can not be
protected and exploited as intended. For this reason, without
access control, business model can not be implemented for
commercial use of the CVIS infrastructure.

Privacy violation: In the CVIS infrastructure, malicious
entities may eavesdrop on communications and collect
information that would allow them to track activity and
location of persons.

In order to achieve its malicious goals, an attacker may use
any combination of techniques such as eavesdropping, over-
flooding, masquerading and information forgery.

IV. PROPOSED SECURITY FRAMEWORK

A. Overview

In order to provide adequate security against network
threats, the CVIS subsystem should implement security and
access control in three layers of the CALM networking stack.
First, security measures implemented at the link layer will
prevent malicious entities from interfering with ongoing com-
munications in the CVIS framework by preventing non au-
thorized nodes from processing and issuing link layer frames.
At the IP layer, we propose to control message forwarding
and restrict it to authorized entities only. Entities that are not
supposed to communicate with remote hosts in the Internet
will be prevented from doing so. Finally, at the application
layer, access control allows fine grained authorization to be
implemented and avoid an all or nothing authorization policy.

Even though security and access control technologies used
at each layer are different, they all rely on generic crypto-
graphic algorithms and authentication protocols. It is always a
good approach to reduce complexity and administrative burden
by reducing the number of cryptographic algorithms and
authentication protocols used within a single framework. In
accordance to this approach, we propose a security and access
control architecture for CVIS based solely on the Kerberos [6]
as underlying authentication and key distribution protocol.

The single sign-on feature and the performance of symmet-
ric key cryptography in Kerberos makes it the mechanism of
choice for embedded computing and real time systems [7].
Originally, the Kerberos authentication system was intended
for application layer authentication and data protection in
open networks. Due to the advantages that it offers, in recent
years, the use of Kerberos at IP layer for establishing IPSec
security associations was specified by the IETF as KINK
(Kerberized Internet Negotiation of Keys) [8]. In the proposed
security framework, we use IPSec to secure Internet gateway
and ad-hoc relay services, and the KINK protocol will be
used to establish IPSec association between IP stacks of
communicating CVIS subsystems.

In a previous work [9], we investigated the convenience of
using Kerberos as authentication mechanism for link layer ac-
cess control and a reference implementation of the mechanism
was made available [10].

Our approach for using Kerberos to perform authentication
with EAP [11] (Extensible Authentication Protocol) at link
layer is based on the notion of Network Access Zones that we
define as a collection of lightweight access points managed
by a single back-end authentication server. A collection of
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network zones that belong to the same provider constitutes an
Access Network.

In the EAP Kerberos authentication method, each zone
constitutes a logical service to which corresponds a Kerberos
principal registered in a Kerberos key distribution center
managed by the network access zone’s owner.

An authentication server managing a certain zone is able to
authenticate wireless clients through a Kerberos Client/Server
authentication exchange over EAP. The server validates Ker-
beros AP-REQ messages built using Kerberos Tickets for the
zone. For this purpose, the server uses the zone’s secret key,
transferred from the KDC to the authentication server using
an off-line secure channel.

In order to gain network access within a zone, the STA must
obtain a service ticket for the local zone and present the ticket
to the zone’s authentication server. The EAP-Kerberos method
specifies how the STA obtains Kerberos credentials and how
it uses them to authenticate and gain network access.

B. EAP-Kerberos operations

The first message in the EAP-Kerberos authentication ex-
change is issued by the authentication server. This message
includes a Kerberos realm name as well as the identification of
the local network access zone (REALM and ZONE in Fig.4).
These two information together constitute the local zone’s
Kerberos principal name that uniquely identifies it within the
global Kerberos name space.

Upon reception of this first message, the STA checks
whether it has a Kerberos service ticket in its credential cache
for the local zone. If such ticket exists, the STA initiates
a Client/Server Exchange over EAP with the authentication
server managing the local zone. If the STA does not have
a ticket for the zone, but has a Ticket Granting Ticket for
the Kerberos realm where the zone is registered, then the
STA must obtain a ticket by performing a TGS (Ticket
Granting Service) Exchange with the Key Distribution Center
of the Kerberos realm where the zone is registered. The TGS
exchange is relayed by the local zone’s authentication server
between the STA and the Kerberos KDC. The authentication
server extracts the TGS-REQ message from the EAP-Kerberos
message issued by the STA and sends it to the Kerberos KDC.
The reply message from the KDC is then sent back to the
STA in an EAP-Kerberos message. After obtaining the service
ticket, the STA can perform a Client/Server Exchange with the
authentication server.

If the STA does not have a service ticket for the zone
nor a TGT (Ticket Granting Ticket) for the local realm, then
it needs to obtain a TGT first. The process of obtaining a
TGT for the local realm depends on whether the Kerberos
realm where the zone is registered is the same as the STA’s
Kerberos realm or not. In the former case, the STA uses an
AS (Authentication Service) exchange with the local realm’s
Kerberos KDC. In the latter case, the STA first get a TGT for
its home Kerberos realm using an AS Exchange with its home
KDC, then performs Kerberos cross-realm TGS exchanges as
specified in [6].

Fig. 5 depicts EAP-Kerberos operations for re-
authentications within the same network access zone.

EAP Over Lan (802.1X) EAP over AAA

Access Point

AAA Server

EAP-Identity REQ

EAP-Identity RESP EAP-Identity RESP

EAP-REQ   [ Method = KRB5
      REALM=DOMAIN.COM
      ZONE=ZONE-ID]

EAP-RESP [ AP-REQ ] EAP-RESP [ AP-REQ ]

EAP-REQ [ AP-REP ]EAP-REQ [ AP-REP ]

EAP-RESP [ FINISH ] EAP-RESP [ FINISH ]

EAP-SUCCESS [ MSK ]EAP-SUCCESS

4 Way hand shake

Wireless client

knas/ZONE-ID@DOMAIN.COM

TGT (DOMAIN.COM)
ST    (ZONE-ID)

KRB5 Credential Cache: 

EAP-REQ   [ Method = KRB5
      REALM=DOMAIN.COM
      ZONE=ZONE-ID]

Fig. 5. EAP-Kerberos authentication in an Intra-zone handoff

C. Kerberos setup for the CVIS framework

The Kerberos authentication system requires the partitioning
of the network infrastructure into Kerberos realms and the
deployment of Kerberos Key distribution centers. For the CVIS
framework, we propose the following approach; Each CVIS
subsystem is a Kerberos realm and has its own Kerberos KDC
deployed in the HOST element of the CVIS subsystem. All
services offered by a certain CVIS subsystem (Link layer
association, Internet gateway, ad-hoc relay, Content servers,
etc..) are registered as Kerberos service principals in the Ker-
beros KDC of the CVIS subsystem where they are deployed.
The setup of a service within the CVIS framework would
consist on adding an entry in the CVIS subsystem’s KDC,
and installing a key in the device where the service will be
deployed. Any entity acting as a client to any of these services
must be registered in a Kerberos KDC and possess Kerberos
credentials.

D. Link layer access control

Link layer access control is performed between two CVIS
subsystems that need to directly communicate with each other
(between two Vehicles, or a Vehicle and a Road-Side CVIS
subsystem). The link layer access control method proposed in
this paper, only applies to link layer technologies that use EAP
for authentication and key distribution.

In the proposed framework for network access control,
Vehicule and Road-Side CVIS subsystem are considered as
independent network access zones as defined in Section IV-B.
The EAP-Kerberos method is used between two CIVS subsys-
tems wishing to establish link layer association. As stated pre-
viously, each CVIS subsystem, has an ‘embedded’ AAA server
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EAP Over Lan (802.1X) EAP over AAA

Wireless Access Point

AAA Server
Kerberos KDC / 
DOMAIN.COM

Kerberos

EAP-Identity REQ

EAP-Identity RESP EAP-Identity RESP

EAP-REQ   [ Method = KRB5
          REALM=DOMAIN.COM
          ZONE=ZONE-ID]

EAP-RESP [ AS-REQ,  
       REALM=DOMAIN.COM]

EAP-RESP [ AS-REQ,  
        REALM=DOMAIN.COM] AS-REQ

AS-REPEAP-REQ [ AS-REP ]EAP-REQ [ AS-REP ]

EAP-RESP [ TGS-REQ,  
       REALM=DOMAIN.COM]

EAP-RESP [ TGS-REQ,  
        REALM=DOMAIN.COM] TGS-REQ

TGS-REPEAP-REQ [ TGS-REP ]EAP-REQ [ TGS-REP ]

EAP-RESP [ AP-REQ ] EAP-RESP [ AP-REQ ]

EAP-REQ [ AP-REP ]EAP-REQ [ AP-REP ]

EAP-RESP [ FINISH ] EAP-RESP [ FINISH ]

EAP-SUCCESS [ MSK ]EAP-SUCCESS [  ]

4 Way hand shake

Wireless client

Get TGT
for realm

DOMAIN.COM

Get ST for 
zone1       

knas/ZONE-ID@DOMAIN.COMEMPTY

KRB5 Credential Cache: 

EAP-REQ   [ Method = KRB5
        REALM=DOMAIN.COM
        ZONE=ZONE-ID]

Fig. 4. Initial EAP-Kerberos authentication in home access network

and a Kerberos KDC. The link layer association with a serving
CVIS subsystem is a Kerberized service. In order to establish
link layer association, the client CVIS subsystem’s ROUTER
acting as an EAP peer has to obtain Kerberos credentials
for the serving CVIS subsystem’s network access zone, then
authenticate to the serving CVIS subsystem’s embedded AAA
server. Since the client and the serving CVIS subsystems
constitute two distinct Kerberos realms, Kerberos KDCs on
both subsystems must have pre-established inter-realm trust
relationship. Direct inter-realm trust in Kerberos requires pre-
distribution of secret keys to both KDCs. However, this is not
a scalable approach when the number of CVIS subsystems
is large. The alternative approach that we propose in order to
avoid using Kerberos cross-realm operations, consists in using
Public Key Cryptography for Initial Authentication in Kerberos
(PKINIT)[12], which allows a client CVIS subsystem to obtain
a TGT from the serving CVIS subsystem’s KDC without the
need for pre-shared keys between the two realms.

In case of Vehicle to Vehicle link layer association, the
802.11i standard states that mutual authentication must be
performed in both ways. The same procedure described in
the previous paragraphs is thus carried by the client CVIS
subsystem as well as the serving CVIS subsystem.

E. Securing the Internet gateway

The Internet gateway service is defined as the forwarding of
IP packets to destinations not located in the serving CVIS’s
ingress network. In order to control access for the Internet

gateway service and ensure that only authorized nodes can
connect to remote hosts through the serving CVIS subsystem,
IPSec security policy on the serving CVIS subsystem’s border
ROUTER are configured such that only authenticated and au-
thorized traffic is forwarded to remote hosts. For this purpose,
the IPSec layer on the border ROUTER uses the destination
IP address to decide whether the packet must be processed by
IPSec.

In the proposed architecture, the Kerberized Internet Negoti-
ation of Keys (KINK)[8] is used for establishing IPSec security
associations between the client and the serving CVIS subsys-
tems. The KINK protocol requires that the client subsystem be
able to communicate with the serving subsystem’s KDC. This
communication becomes possible after link layer association
between the two CVIS subsystems has been established. Ker-
beros messages from the client CVIS subsystem are forwarded
by the serving CVIS subsystem’s ROUTER to the embedded
KDC located at the HOST element.

During establishment of the IPSec association with KINK,
the serving CVIS subsystem’s border ROUTER decides
whether to authorize the client for the Internet gateway service.
For this purpose, authorization data such as in [13] is embed-
ded in the service ticket carried by the AP-REQ message.
The KINK’s CREATE message, which transports the AP-
REQ message to authenticate the client CVIS system thus
provides enough information for the serving CVIS subsystem
to authorize the client. A separate authorization application
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may also be used to decide whether to enable the Internet
gateway service for the client CVIS subsystem.

F. Securing ad-hoc relay services

The ad-hoc relay service allows a CVIS unit to participate
in ad-hoc routing protocols such as OLSR and AODV. In
order to control which entities are allowed to participate in
the ad-hoc routing protocol, the border ROUTER element of
the serving CVIS subsystem uses IPSec to ensure that only
authenticated and authorized network nodes may issue ad-hoc
routing messages. To implement this, the ROUTER’s IPSec
policy is configured such as packets in destination to the
ROUTER’s OLSR or AODV daemon must be processed by
IPSec. These packets can be identified using the destination
IP address and destination port number.

The client CVIS subsystem and the serving CVIS subsystem
use the KINK protocol to establish IPSec security associations.
In a way similar to the way Internet forwarding service
is protected (Section. IV-E), the serving CVIS subsystem’s
border ROUTER decides whether to authorize the client for the
ad-hoc service. For this purpose, authorization data embedded
in the ticket carried by the KINK’s CREATE message can be
used to authorize the client CVIS subsystem.

V. CONCLUSION

Intelligent transportation systems need to rely on a robust
communication infrastructure in order to achieve their func-
tions and provide dependable services. Security and access
control has a major role in ensuring safety of the communica-
tion infrastructure and its protection against malicious entities.
Since the ITS world is a new domain for Inter-networking
technologies, it is not clear yet how the existing technologies
will fit in the planned usages. Performance and scalability of
communication and management protocols is expected to be
pushed to the limits. Therefore a design that takes these facts
into consideration will likely meet the requirements for the
future Intelligent Transportation Systems.

In this paper, we presented a case study of security frame-
work for ITS. The Collaborative Vehicule Infrastructure Sys-
tem is an European project that aims at developing safety and
commercial services for transportation systems. We proposed
a robust yet simple security and access control framework
relying on unified credentials and common authentication
mechanism namely Kerberos. The proposed architecture pro-
vides security and access control at three layers of the net-
working stack. At the link layer, the EAP-Kerberos method
that we designed and implemented, allows CVIS entities
to perform secure associations using Kerberos credentials.
The use of the PKINIT extension ensures the scalability
of the proposed framework, since even entities without a
pre-established mutual trust relationship can authentication
each other using public-key cryptography. Once link layer
association has been established, CVIS subsystems can obtain
more credentials for authentication and authorization of IP
layer and application layer services. Apart from its simplicity,
the proposed framework has the advantage of scalability and

performance since in one hand, Kerberos authentication uses
long-lived and reusable credentials (Tickets), and on the other
hand, most cryptographic operations rely on symmetric key
ciphers that consume less resources that public-key ciphers.

In order to support additional AAA operations such as
accounting, each CVIS subsystem acts as a AAA client.
The AAA client component can be used by a serving CVIS
subsystem to issue accounting records to the appropriate AAA
accounting server. Since such operations require AAA routing,
the client CVIS subsystem’s AAA realm name need to be de-
termined from its Kerberos realm name. The conversion can be
performed following a pre-defined rule or static configuration.
The details of the Kerberos realm name to AAA realm name
conversion and billing operations for the CVIS framework are
out of the scope of this document.

The use of Public Key Infrastructure for maintaining mutual
trust relationships between CVIS subsystems, considered in
our context as autonomous Kerberos realms, requires the
resolution of organizational issues such as which authority will
be acting as Certification Authority (CA) delivering certificates
and issuing revocation lists. We estimate that this decision is
not a technical issue and is therefore beyond the context of
this paper.
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